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ALERT: Before you get, check with your instructor or critique your course syllabus to make sure that you you may need a
CourseID, provided by your instructor, to join up for and use Pearson's MyLab & Many versions of Pearson's MyLab &
Packages Gain access to codes for Pearson's MyLab & Furthermore, select the right ISBN. --   Mastering products exist
for every title, including customized versions for individual colleges, and registrations aren't transferable. Mastering
products may not be included when purchasing or renting from businesses apart from Pearson; Access codes Access
codes that are ordered from sellers apart from Pearson carry an increased risk of being either the incorrect ISBN or a
previously redeemed code.     Used or rental books In the event that you rent or purchase a used reserve with an access
code, the gain access to code may have been redeemed previously and you may have to purchase a new access code.
check with the seller before completing your buy. Check with the seller prior to purchase.   Mastering products.
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but it was actually fairly cool to use I actually needed this code for a diet class I was taking, nonetheless it was actually
pretty cool to use. Fun ! Text book, needed reading. I used it for a little while after my class was over since it tells you
what nutrition you are lacking from your diet. Fake code ? When I register it says that the code is not found This was an
excellent tool for better understanding my health course This was a fantastic tool for better understanding my health
course. Text book, required reading Same product as campus bookstore Was what I necessary for class. One Star Tried
to us this and the code kept saying it had been invalidated. college book Best for college student Five Stars yep a book!
It gives you the option to track your diet and you can type in almost any food and it tells you nutrition facts for this.
Tracks everything for you, creates graphs and data and it all super interesting and fun! Two Stars valid access code
however, not for particular class use! Even food at restaurants/fast meals places. Actually, I was able to apply the data I
gained from this tool into my healthy life style choices. Only suggestion would be to bundle it with the textbook. I
acquired to make use of my fitness pal to record data for my nourishment project. One Star Dumbest access code ever. I
feel this tool is very ideal for those trying to accomplish healthy and good eating habits while learning how our diet
plans (what we consume and how much eat) affects our overall well being.
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